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To complement the VersaClean 
trolleys there is a VersaMop 
independent mopping unit which 
can be supplied with all three 
mopping systems; 
vertical press 
(VMV-2222); 
wide press 
(VMW-2215) 
and MopMatic 
(VMM-2214). 
 

VMW2215 with 
Mop Kit DTK2

VMV2222 with 
Mop Kit DTK1

Waste/Pail 
Kit AK1

To this unit can be added 
an additional kit AK1 which 
provides an on board 
30-litre lidded waste 
container, together with a 
storage tray and 6-litre pail.  
A very purposeful extra 
package (fits without tools).

MopMatic Mop Kits

 Model Size  Model Size  Model Size

 VCN1404  1050 x 530 x 980mm
 VCN1414  1310 x 550 x 1070mm

 VCN1604  1310 x 550 x 1070mm
 VCN1804  1490 x 665 x 1215mm

 VMW2215 820 x 395 x 870mm
 VMV2222 820 x 395 x 870mm

DTK1

DTK3

MMK3

BK2

BK3

BK10

DTK2

DTK4

MMK4



The VersaClean program of janitorial trolleys is just about as 
classic as you can get, providing a full range of sizes, small, 

medium and large and AT (all terrain).

All models are available with optional 
kits suitable for vertical press, wide 
press or MopMatic and supported by a 
comprehensive range of mop systems and 
accessories to suit all needs.  

The important part of any cleaning concept 
is to be sure that the size, the 
facilities and 
function are 
exactly right 

for the specific application.

Give the Operator the Right 
Tools and you will get the Right 
Results... simple...

VCN1404 Wide 
Press Kit BK3

The VCN-1604 full size unit has been 
very popular for many years, providing even 
more carrying/storage space for the 
larger contracts.

The VCN-1604 is equipped 
with our universal waste 
system; 4 x 5-litre colour 
coded pails and can use a choice of vertical 
press (kit BK2); wide press (kit BK3) or 
MopMatic (kit BK10) systems.

The VCN-1804 is our 
“All Terrain” version, built on our 
Structofoam chassis and fitted with giant 200mm soft ride 
castors, rotating corner protectors and a full length sidewall 
rub rail feature.

This is the ideal unit for applications where the trolley must 
move outside from building to building or to cover large areas, 

up and down in big elevators, etc.

The VCN-1804 enjoys all the VCN-1604 features and choice 
of mopping system.

The VCN-1404 is 
the smallest model, 
incorporating 120-litre 
(or 2 x 70-litre) universal 
waste; 2 x 5-litre swing pails and available 
equipped with vertical press and 2 x 22-litre buckets (kit BK2); wide press (kit 
BK3) or with the MopMatic prepared mop system (kit BK10).

VersaClean... classic cleaning at its very best...!

VCN1414 Wide Press 
Kit BK3 and 
Mop Kit DTK2

VCN1604 
Vertical Press 
BK2 Kit and 
Mop Kit DTK1VCN1404 Vertical Press 

Kit BK2 and Mop Kit DTK1

VCN1414 
Vertical Press 
Kit BK2

VCN1604 Wide 
Press Kit BK3

VCN1804 Vertical 
Press Kit BK2

VCN1804 Wide Press Kit 
BK3 and Mop Kit DTK2

Optional extra 
MopMatic pail and 
frame

The VCN-1414 falls in the middle of the 
range, providing additional storage space; 

2 x 6-litre pails and universal waste 
facility.  

Once again vertical press (kit BK2); 
wide press (kit BK3) or MopMatic 
system (kit BK10) can all be specified, 
together with many additional 
accessories to add to the versatility of 
the finished unit.


